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2016-2017 Winter Outlook
for Natural Gas
Markets Matter NGSA
Executive Summary
The Natural Gas Supply Association’s
(NGSA) 2016-2017 Winter Outlook for
Natural Gas summarizes the association’s
view of existing natural gas market conditions and fundamentals. The analysis covers
the key points that can affect supply and demand dynamics, which ultimately impact all
consumers of natural gas.
Based on publicly available information,
NGSA forecasts whether natural gas prices
will be subject to upward, downward or level
pressure for the upcoming winter of 20162017 compared to the winter of 2015-2016,
but the association does not forecast actual
prices.
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EVA forecasts exports to Mexico of
4 Bcf/day and LNG exports of 0.8
Bcf/day.
In contrast, EVA projects a 3.3 Bcf/
day decrease in demand from the
electric sector because less temporary, economically-driven fuel
switching is expected due to higher
natural gas prices compared to last
winter’s unusually low average winter wholesale price.

Based on an analysis of the weather, economy, consumer demand, production and
 STORAGE: The natural gas industry
storage, NGSA expects upward price presis on track to reach a record amount of
sure on the natural gas market in winter
inventory in storage by late October or
2016-2017 compared to last winter's unearly November, just as it did last winter.
usually low wholesale natural gas prices.
Storage is forecasted to place neutral
Last winter the average wholesale price
pressure on prices.
for natural gas at the Henry Hub was
 SUPPLY: EVA projects a decrease in
$1.98 per MMBtu - by far the lowest avertotal supply of 2.3 Bcf/day due to
age winter price since the winter of 1999slightly less production combined with
2000.
flat Canadian imports. The forecasted
winter-over-winter decrease in supply is
Colder weather and growing demand are the
slight, and is likely to result in flat presmost significant factors impacting this winsure on natural gas prices. NGSA emter’s forecast. Our expectation for upward
phasized that winter supply, combined
price pressure is based on a forecast for winwith record amounts of natural gas in
ter weather to be 12 percent colder than last
storage, is ample to meet winter demand.
winter, spurring growth in demand from the
residential/commercial sector, in addition to All of these projected pressure points are
growth in Mexican exports and small
interrelated and a deviation in one affects the
amounts of LNG exports.
other assumptions in this equation.
Industrial demand is also expected to slightly
increase due to new builds and capacity expansion projects. In contrast, electric sector
demand is forecasted to decrease because of
less short-term switching to natural gas-fired
generation due to higher prices.
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expected to place upward pressure on natural gas prices.
Energy Ventures Analysis (EVA)
expects colder weather to increase
demand from the residential and
commercial sectors by 4Bcf/day,
and expects slight industrial demand
growth of 0.7 Bcf/day. Industrial
growth is linked to the construction
of major gas-intensive facilities and
capacity expansions in the petro chemical and fertilizer industries.

A glance at the natural gas market’s major pressure points for winter 2016-2017
reveals:
 WEATHER: The National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) predicts that the continental
United States will on average experience
a winter that will be 12 percent colder
than last winter and 3 percent warmer
than the 30-year average. NOAA places
last year’s five-month winter heating
season as the second warmest on record.
Compared winter-over-winter, total heating degree days (HDDs) are estimated to
be significantly greater this winter than
the previous winter, leading to a projection that colder weather will place upward pressure on prices.
 ECONOMY: Public data anticipated
the economy will continue to grow, but
forecasted GDP growth rate of 2.1 percent is so similar to last winter’s 1.7 percent growth rate that it translates to neutral pressure on prices compared to last
winter.
 DEMAND: When all sectors are combined, overall demand is projected to be
3.2 Bcf/day-about 4 percent-more than
the winter of 2015-2016, which is

The following pages provide more detailed
information about each of the five factors
analyzed in NGSA’s 2016-2017 Winter
Outlook, as well as a look at possible “wild
card” factors and a discussion of natural
gas industry trends that transcend this
winter.

Weather/Demand
Based on NOAA’s current projections for
colder winter temperatures, EVA forecasts
that the winter months will be 12 percent
colder than the winter of 2015-2016 - which
was the second warmest winter heating season on record - on a national average, and 3
percent warmer than the 30-year average.
On a regional basis, NOAA’s weather forecast cleanly divides the country into thirds.
The southernmost tier covers the bottom half
of the country and is projected to be warmer
than average. The uppermost tier that is expected to be colder covers just a small handful of states: a portion of Wisconsin, Minnesota and North Dakota. The remaining middle tier, which includes all the remaining
states, is projected to have typical winter
temperatures.
As a nation, over the full five-month winter
heating season (November 2016 - March
2017), EVA is forecasting 3,408 heating degree days (HDDs) this winter, compared to a
mere 3,042 HDDs last winter.
Continued on page 4.

US winter forecast: Frequent snow
to blast Northeast; Freeze may damage citrus crop in South
AccuWeather
It will feel like an extended winter
for those living from the northern Plains to the
eastern U.S., as cold and snowy conditions
stretch into spring 2017.
Meanwhile, drier and milder weather
will focus on the majority of the southern half
of the nation. The Southeast may mark the
exception as a chilly January threatens to damage the region’s citrus crop.
Frequent storms across the northeastern U.S. this winter may lead to an abovenormal season for snowfall." I think the northeast is going to see more than just a few,
maybe several, systems in the course of the
season,” AccuWeather Long-Range Forecaster
Paul Pastelok said.
Unlike last season, in which most of
winter’s snowfall came from a few heavyhitting storms, this winter will last into the
early or middle part of spring and will feature
frequent snow events. According to Pastelok,
accumulation may be limited in areas south of
New York City, such as Philadelphia, D.C.
and Baltimore. These areas will see a handful
of changeover systems, where falling snow
transitions to rain and sleet. “But still, Boston,
Hartford, along the coastal areas up into Connecticut and southern New England, they can
still have a fair amount of snow,” he said.
Overall, it’s predicted that the region will total
a below-normal number of sub-zero days,
though the temperature will average 3-5 degrees Fahrenheit lower than last year.
Winter will slowly creep into the
Southeast this season, as very mild air hangs
on throughout the month of December. However, the new year will usher in a pattern
change as a sudden burst of cold air penetrates
the region. “I am afraid that we have a shot at
seeing a damaging freeze in central Florida in
mid-to late January this year,” Pastelok said.
The chill could spell disaster for the area’s
citrus farmers.
Cold air will once again retreat following January and the threat is predicted to
shift to severe weather. “Places like Atlanta,
Chattanooga, even up into Roanoke, they
could have some severe weather,” Pastelok
said. “But if the storm track is a little farther
east, then you’re looking more like Tallahassee to Savannah and, maybe, Charleston.”
Old man winter won’t hold back in
the northern Plains this season with shots of
brutally cold air predicted to slice through the
region. Developing snowpack in early December may contribute to even colder weather.
Temperatures will plummet as the season goes
on, averaging 6 to 9 degrees lower overall
than last winter. “….There are going to be
some nights, especially if there’s snowcover in
the heart of winter, that could get down to 20
or 30 below, especially in parts of Minnesota
like International Falls and Duluth and parts of
the Dakotas,” Pastelok said.
Cold air will also remain entrenched
across the Midwest after arriving in late November. Coupled with warmer waters over the
great Lakes, an early start to lake-effect season
is in store. “I do feel we’re going to kick this
season off pretty quick, especially the western
lakes. But I think even the eastern lakes will
get involved and it will extend all the way out
to January,” he said.
Fall-like weather will linger into the
winter season across the southern Plains and
Gulf Coast, but a change will loom on the
horizon. “A turnaround could come into late
December and January as chillier air masses
Continued on page 2.
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Assessment of the Potential Impacts of Hydraulic
Fracturing for Oil and
Gas on Drinking Water
Resources

unknown whether these spill estimates are
representative of national occurrences. If the
estimates are representative, the number of
spills nationally could range from approximately 100 to 3,700 spills annually, assuming 25,0000 to 30,000 new wells are fractured per year.

The EPA characterized volumes and
causes of hydraulic fracturing-related spills
Hydraulic fracturing fluids are developed to identified from selected state and industry
perform specific functions, including: create data sources. The spills occurred between
and extend fractures, transport proppant, and January 2006 and April 2012 in 11 states and
place proppant in the fractures. The fluid
included 151 cases in which fracturing fluids
generally consists of three parts: (1) the base or chemicals spilled in or near a well pad.
fluid, which is the largest constituent by vol- Due to the methods used for the EPA’s charume and is typically water; (2) the additives, acterization of spills, these cases were likely
which can be a single chemical or a mixture a subset of all fracturing fluid and chemical
of chemicals; and (3) the proppant. Additives spills during the study’s time period. The
are chosen to serve a specific purpose (e.g., reported volume of fracturing fluids or
adjust pH, increase viscosity, limit bacterial chemicals spilled ranged from 5 gallons to
growth). Chemicals generally comprise a
more than 19,000 gallons, with a median
small percentage (typically 2% or less) of the volume of 420 gallons per spill. Spill causes
overall injected fluid volume. Because over included equipment failure, human error,
one million gallons of fluids are typically
failure of container integrity, and other
injected per well, thousands of gallons of
causes (e.g., weather and vandalism). The
chemicals can be potentially stored on-site
most common cause was equipment failure,
and used during hydraulic fracturing activi- specifically blowout preventer failure, corroties.
sion, and failed valves. More than 30% of the
On-site storage, mixing, and pump- 151 fracturing fluid or chemical spills were
ing of chemicals and hydraulic fracturing
from fluid storage units (e.g., tanks, totes,
fluids have the potential to result in acciden- and trailers).
tal releases, such as spills or leaks. Potential
impacts to drinking water resources from
 What are the identities and volumes of
spills of hydraulic fracturing fluids and
chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing
chemicals depend on the characteristics of
fluids, and how might this composition
the spills, and the fate, transport, and the toxvary at a given site and across the
icity of chemicals spilled.
country?
In this assessment, we identified a list of
1,076 chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing
Research Questions: Chemical
fluids. This is a cumulative list over multiple
Mixing
wells and years. These chemicals include
acids, alcohols, aromatic hydrocarbons,
 What is currently known about the
bases, hydrocarbon mixtures, polysacchafrequency, severity , and causes of
rides, and surfactants. According to the
spills of hydraulic fracturing fluids
EPA’s analysis of disclosures to FracFocus,
and additives?
the number of unique chemicals per well
The frequency of on-site spills from hydrau- ranged from 4 to 28, with a median of 14
lic fracturing could be estimated for two
unique chemicals per well.
states, but not for operations nationally or for
other areas. Frequency estimates from data
Our analysis indicates that chemical
and literature ranged from one spill for every use varies and that no single chemical is used
100 wells in Colorado to between approxiat all well sites across the country, although
mately 1.4 and 12.2 spills for every 100 wells several chemicals are widely used. Methanol,
in Pennsylvania. These estimates include
hydro treated light petroleum distillates, and
spills of hydraulic fracturing fluids and
hydrochloric acid were reported as used in
chemicals, and produced water reported in
65% or more of wells, according to FracFostate databases. Available data generally pre- cus disclosures analyzed by the EPA. Only
cluded estimates of hydraulic fracturing fluid 32 chemicals, excluding water, quartz, and
and/or chemical spill rates separately from
sodium chloride, were used in more than
estimates of an overall spill frequency. It is
10% of wells according to the EPA’s analysis

of FracFocus disclosures. The composition of
hydraulic fracturing fluids varies by state, by
well, and within the same service company
and geologic formation. This variability
likely results from several factors, including
the geology of the formation, the availability
and cost of different chemicals, and operator
preference.
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Estimates from the EPA’s database
developed from FracFocus suggest median
volumes of individual chemicals injected per
well ranged from a few gallons to thousands
of gallons, with an overall median of 650
gallons per chemical per well. Based on this
overall median and assuming 14 unique
chemicals are used per well, an estimated
9,100 gallons of chemicals may be injected
per well. Given that the number of chemicals
per well ranges from 1 to 28, the estimated
volume of chemicals injected per well may
range from approximately 2,600 to 18,000
gallons.

selected federal, state, and international
sources were available for 90 (8%) of the
1,076 chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing fluids. From U.S. federal sources
alone, chronic oral reference values were
available for 73 chemicals (7%) of the
1,076 chemicals, and oral slope factors
were available for 15 chemicals (1%). Of
the 32 chemicals reported as used in at
least 10% of wells in the EPA’s FracFocus database (excluding water, quartz,
and sodium chloride), seven (21%) have
a federal chronic oral reference value.
Oral reference values and oral slope factors are a key component of the risk assessment process, although comprehensive risk assessments that characterize
the health risk associated with exposure
to these chemicals are not available.
Of the chemicals that had values available, the health endpoints associated wit those values include the potential for carcinogenesis, immune system effects, changes in body weight,
changes in blood chemistry, cardiotoxicity, neurotoxicity, liver and kidney toxicity, and reproductive and developmental
toxicity. However, it is important to note
that evaluating any potential risk to human populations would require knowledge of the specific chemicals that are
present at a particular site, whether or
not humans are exposed to those chemicals and, if so, at what levels and for
what duration, and the toxicity of the
chemicals. Since most chemicals are
used infrequently on a nationwide basis,
potential exposure is likely to be a local
or regional issue, rather than a national
issue. Accordingly, consideration of hazards and risks associated with these
chemical additives would be most useful
on a site-specific basis and is beyond the
scope of this assessment.

 What are the chemical, physical, and
toxicological properties of hydraulic
fracturing chemical additives?
Measured or estimated physicochemical
properties were obtained for 453 chemicals
of the total 1,076 chemicals reported in hydraulic fracturing fluids. We could not estimate physicochemical properties were available, 18 of the top 20 most mobile ones were
reported in the EPA’s FracFocus database for
2% or less of wells. Choline chloride and
tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium were
exceptions and were reported in 14% and
11% of wells, respectively. These two chemicals appear to be relatively more common,
and, if spilled, would move quickly through
the environment with the flow of water, The
majority of the 453 chemicals associate
strongly with soils and organic materials,
suggesting the potential for these chemicals
to persist in the environment as long-term
contaminants. Many of the 453 chemicals
 If spills occur, how might hydraufully dissolve in water, but their aqueous
lic fracturing chemical additives
solubility varies greatly. Few of the chemicontaminate drinking water recals volatilize, and thus a large proportion of
sources?
most hydraulic fracturing chemicals tend to There are several mechanisms by which
remain in water.
a spill can potentially contaminate drinking water resources. These include overOral reference values and oral slope factors land flow to nearby surface water, soil
meeting the criteria used in this assessment
contamination and eventual transport to
were not available for the majority of chemi- surface water, and infiltration and concals used in hydraulic fracturing fluids, repre- tamination of underlying ground water.
senting a significant data gap for hazard iden- Of the 151 spills characterized by the
tification. Reference values and oral slope
EPA, fluids reached surface water in 13
factors are important for understanding the
(9% of 151) cases and soil in 97 (64%)
potential human health effects resulting from cases. None of the spills of hydraulic
exposure to a chemical. Chronic oral referfracturing fluid were reported to have
ence values and/or oral slope factors from
reached ground water. This could be due
to an absence of impact; however, it can
take several years for spilled fluids to
infiltrate soil and leach into ground water. Therefore, it may not be immediately
apparent whether a spill has reached
ground water or not.
Based on the relative importance of each of these mechanisms, impacts have the potential to occur quickly,
be delayed short or long periods, or have
a continual effect over time. In Kentucky, for example, a spill impacted a
surface water body relatively quickly
when hydraulic fracturing fluid entered a
creek, significantly reducing the water’s
pH and increasing its conductivity.

US Winter Forecast
Continued from page 1.
work down from the north, “ Pastelok
said.
Though the milder weather will retreat,
dryness will stick around, becoming a
major theme of the season. “The area of
the country that may miss out on big
(snow) storms this year may be Dallas
and Little Rock,” he said. However , a
few disruptive ice events are not out of
the question.
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Natural Gas Storage
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Traditionally, underground natural gas storage has allowed companies to purchase and physically stockpile natural gas supplies in the spring and summer for use during the winter when demand for natural gas space heating is at its peak.
Going into the winter heating season, it is projected that 3,995 Bcf of natural gas
will be in storage - approaching a record setting 4 trillion cubic feet. Although the amount
in storage is projected to reach an all-time high, it is similar enough to last winter’s level
of 3,950 Bcf in storage to have little impact on prices. Storage always serves as an important hedging and reliability tool during the winter heating season. The similarity in abundant storage levels is expected to place neutral pressure on natural gas prices this winter.
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Turning to natural gas winter supply, EIA expects domestic production to drop
very slightly compared to last winter, reflecting decreased drilling activity. As a result,
domestic natural gas supply this winter is forecasted to 78.5 Bcf/day compared to last winter’s 79 Bcf/day.
Although
average winter production slightly
decreased, production levels are still
robust, reflective of
continuous improvement in technology and drilling
efficiencies.
The 2016-2017
Winter Outlook
also predicts a
moderately-sized,
but important, contribution from Canadian imports of
5.5 Bcf/day.
In summary, winter
supply sources will place neutral pressure on natural gas prices compared to the winter
of 2015-2016. NGSA emphasized that winter supply remains ample to meet customer
demand, with natural gas storage providing further responsiveness and flexibility in the
market.
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Coal-to-gas switching, also known as fuel switching, occurs when electric utilities choose to run natural gas-fired power plants rather than coal plants to generate electricity. Switching is a short-term, temporary decision that is purely an economic choice
based on the current price of the competing fuels. Fuel switching is projected to continue
this winter, but at about 50 percent less than last winter because of projected higher
wholesale natural gas prices. Prior to the shale revolution, coal-to-gas switching had never
lasted longer than a few days at a time. In contrast, switching has now persisted for eight
consecutive years since 2008.
The level of LNG imports is exceeded by exports this winter and the U.S. is for
the first time forecasted to be a net exporter of 0.8 Bcf/day. Although the U.S. has shifted
to a net LNG exporter, the amount of LNG to be exported is projected to remain merely a
small slice of overall demand. EVA projects LNG exports to reach 7 Bcf/day by 2020.
Finally, EVA expects natural gas exports to Mexico in the range of 4.0 Bcf/day,
with the construction of new pipelines in Mexico and its growing economy.
When customer demand from exports, the electric, industrial, and residential/
commercial sectors are combined, overall demand averages 3.2 Bcf/day - about 4 percent
- more than last winter prices. Overall customer demand is expected to place upward
pressure on prices this winter.

Seasonal Temperature Outlook
November – December – January

“Wild Card” Market Factors
There are always a few “wild card” factors that can influence the market, in addition to the fundamentals addressed in the Outlook. This winter’s wild cards include:
 Unexpected cold-or warm-snaps could affect residential/commercial demand and
electric demand;
 And regional pipeline constraints could have short-term impact on regions with tight
capacity.

Summary of Key Factors
In conclusion, NGSA’s analysis of varying data indicates overall upward
pressure on natural gas prices this winter compared with last winter’s unusually low
winter average wholesale prices of $1.98 per MMBtu. A recap of the five major pressure points reveals:
 Colder winter weather than last winter. - UPWARD PRESSURE
 Overall demand - residential/commercial demand expected to grow 12 percent, industrial demand to grow very slightly, electric demand to decrease, and Mexican and
LNG exports to grow. - UPWARD PRESSURE
 Supply slightly less than last winter’s record levels, due to slight drop in production. –
NEUTRAL PRESSURE
 Economy grows, but sluggishly. - NEUTRAL PRESSURE
 Storage approaching record inventories, like last winter. - NEUTRAL PRESSURE

Price Per MMBtu As Of October 20, 2016
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Overview: Responsive Flexible Natural Gas Market
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Robust winter supply: Efficiencies in drilling and production continue to make
wells more productive at lower cost. Diverse supply sources contribute to greater flexibility. Storage inventory forecast to reach record levels, providing further flexibility.
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Residential/commercial demand increases due to colder weather.
Industrial demand buoyed by capacity expansions and new builds in petrochemical and industries.
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The number of heating degree days is defined as the difference between 65 degrees Fahrenheit and the average outside temperature for that day. Based on the difference in winterover-winter heating degrees, the forecast is for weather to put upward pressure on natural gas prices.
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Economy/Demand
This winter, public forecasts anticipate an economy that will grow at a similar sluggish rate
to last winter.
A key component of economic health is the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). According to
IHS Economics, a nationally recognized economic forecasting firm, the GDP is expected to
increase 2.1 percent compared to the winter of 2015-2016, when GDP expanded by 1.7
percent. The difference is not expected to be significant enough to exert pressure on natural
gas prices.
IHS Economics also predicts that manufacturing, an important influence on the GDP, will
grow 0.7 percent in winter 2016-2017, which is a small but welcome improvement from
last winter’s weak
growth of 0.2 percent.
The slow growth of the
manufacturing sector is
attributed to global economic uncertainty and
the relative strength of
the dollar impacting international sales.
Meanwhile, the latest
Consumer Sentiment
Index (CSI) shows that
consumers feel generally
positive about the economy, with the CSI tracking at 91.9 percent, reflecting consumer optimism, probably the result of a strong labor market (4.9 percent unemployment), low inflation and lower prices for energy. The Consumer Sentiment Index is a gauge of consumer
confidence in the economy conducted for more than 40 years by the University of Michigan.
While these economic indicators generally reflect good news for consumers, the changes
are too small to pressure prices. Therefore NGSA anticipates the economy will place level
winter-over-winter pressure on natural gas prices.

Overall Customer Demand
An independent demand analysis performed by EVA notes that total demand for natural
gas will increase compared to last winter. EVA forecasts overall winter 2016-2017 demand
for natural gas at 92.3 billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) compared to 89.1 Bcf/d last winter.
A sector-by-sector breakdown follows.
Energy Ventures Analysis (EVA) expects that most of the increased demand will come
from the residential and commercial sectors, where colder weather is projected to spur a
solid increase in demand of 4 Bcf/day, which is a 12 percent increase in that sector.

No Capital Requirements

EVA further projects slight
industrial demand growth of
0.7 Bcf/day. Although a
small increase, overall industrial demand for natural
gas is record-setting. The
growth in industrial demand
is linked to the construction
of major gas-intensive facilities and capacity expansions in the petro-chemical
and fertilizer industries,
which are moving forward
on building and expanding
numerous facilities in the
2015-2021 time frame.
EVA points out that an extended forward view of industrial demand show 71
new and expanded major natural gas-intensive industrial projects occurring from 2015 to
2021, representing an investment of about $121 billion to build and an increase of 3.7
Bcf/day by 2021.
The industrial growth projected over the next five years is primarily due to industries expanding to take advantage of affordable, abundant natural gas in the U.S. Most
of these major projects are slated for southern states, with the exception of some projects
in Midwestern states.
 Roughly 80 percent of these manufacturing projects are brand new projects; and
 Approximately 20 percent are expansions.
When analyzing the electric sector’s projected demand for natural gas this winter, EVA predicts decreased demand averaging over 3 Bcf/day, despite the forecast for
colder winter temperatures. The major cause of the decreased demand from the electric
sector can be attributed to a significant drop in coal-to-gas switching compared to the
previous winter.
Continued on page 3.

Stay Informed With The IMGA Evening Report
The IMGA Evening Report is an excellent way to stay up to date on NYMEX prices, weather, gas storage, and industry news. Each issue includes
the days closing market prices for natural gas futures and crude oil, as well
as a short commentary on market movement and industry related news.
The IMGA Evening Report is distributed electronically daily and is com-

plimentary to all of our members. If you are not an IMGA member, but
would like to receive the IMGA Evening Report, please contact Jeanna Martin at jmartin@imga.org or 217-438-4642. The IMGA Evening Report fee
for non-members is $150 per year, or become a member today for a one time
fee of $250.
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